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EDITORIAL

CHAIRMAN’S NOTES

During the last three months the well attended family day in June and the
members running day in July provided a good stockpile of photos for this issue
of our newsletter. I also managed to find time in a hectic schedule to attend
the Electric / Diesel visitor's day at Amners Farm near Reading where their
long track always ensures a good day out.

Well we are now halfway through the year and are beginning to see results for
all the effort we have been making i.e. the guards riding trolleys, the base
preparation for the new steaming bays, and the final selection of the subcontractors for doing the concreting. We have also sourced the materials for
the bays from our own scrap yard (thanks to Derek Tulley) and work will be
starting straight away on their fabrication. I am confident that we shall have
the extra bays
in operation for
the Polly Rally
in September.

Photo Colin Gross

Sri Lankan Class M7 by Michael Coote of King's Lynn at Amners Farm.
The Club's Class 20 has been transformed from a slightly temperamental beast
into a perfect loco by the temporary removal of the Deadman's Switch (can
anyone explain why ?) and each time I visit Pinewood the changes and
progress with the new steaming bays shows how hard the Wednesday team are
working. With public continuing to attend in large numbers on running days
the future of our Club is looking good thanks to the efforts of its members.

SUBMISSION OF MATERIAL
Contributions for the future issues of the Newsletter are warmly invited.
Contributions can be in any man- or machine-readable form. Original
material should be marked for return, if required. All material, including text
and photographs, must be the submitter’s own work or the copyright holder
must have given written permission for publication. Submission of material
implies conformance to this. Submission also implies agreement that materials
may be reproduced in relevant other Model Engineering and Railway
publications.
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We had a very
enjoyable
morning with
the Pinewood
nursery school
children, giving
them
rides
behind
a
selection
of
steam
and
diesel (battery)
Photo David Simmonite
locos so that
The extended concrete and some new supports for the
they could learn
revised steaming bays.
about transport
though the ages. The family day was also a great success again, so maybe we
will arrange to have another one in late September.
Paul Konig has suggested that we should make a list of future projects we
would like to have that would enhance the railway and make the track more
interesting. Suggestions so far are; the installation of head shunts for failed
engines, and a continuous running loop avoiding the station.
If the
suggestions are implemented we shall be keeping active.

SECRETARY’S REPORT
At a recent meeting of the Parish Council a number of photographs were
reviewed by the council members' allegedly showing “dangerous parking” on
the Pinewood site. The photographs had been submitted by the proprietor of
the motor cycle school and included vehicles parked on the grass and close to
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the adventure playground. The council are now looking at ways of preventing
similar parking, possibly by installing low level Harris Rail fencing. In the
meantime would members and their families please observe the rules regarding
parking, i.e. no parking on the grass. If our spaces are full then the main car
park must be used.

Photo Colin Gross

A club members outing behind James Jarvis's Southern Region
Urie S15.
At the time of writing this article (July) we are one of the three worthy causes
selected by Waitrose to receive a share of £1,000. The amount received will
be based on the number of tokens placed in our box by the shoppers. To date
we are holding up well and I am hopeful that we will receive a sizeable
cheque.
In addition to any monies to be received it has also provided
welcome publicity for our club, particularly for the junior members section,
and I have had two inquiries about membership.
The final submission for lottery funding for the proposed new station canopy is
complete and has been sent for final approval, a last step before formal
submission. We should know by the end of September whether our bid is
successful.
The Society was saddened to hear that Ted Martin, whose inspirational railway
was visited by Society members last summer, passed away peacefully in his
sleep at home on 21 May 2010, aged 86 years. Our thoughts and condolences
are with his family and friends.
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CHIEF ENGINEER’S REPORT
Following my last report regarding concreting the steaming bay extension slab
it was decided that because of members age etc. the most sensible way forward
was to obtain three quotes from local contractors for the work. The cheapest
was selected and following a false start on Wednesday 30th June (due to plant
failure) the slab was laid on the following day; its completion being celebrated
with ‘bacon butties’ all round.
In parallel with this work Derek Tulley, Peter and any other loiterers have been
hard at it prefabricating steel for the new steaming bays which is now largely
complete. In
addition
the
existing bays
which
need
modification
have
been
removed and
are
being
worked on. In
order
to
provide access
to the steaming
bays
not
subject
to
alteration the
existing
sloping
off
Photo David Simmonite
loading ramp
Derek Tulley at work on the temporary unloading ramp
can
now
connect to the
that will bypass the steaming bays during the rebuild.
siding on the
square side of the canopy allowing erection works to continue unaffected by
operational days.
There is a slight amendment to the plan shown at the AGM. By realigning the
exit/entry roads leading to the engine shed area it is possible to install a fixed
ramp from the new steaming bays thus eliminating the need for another
expensive hydraulic lifting table (shown on the drawing) with its associated
maintenance requirements.
Work on internal finishes to the signal box is progressing with Tim Caswell
fitting and painting the insulated ceiling cladding - this should make it cosy in
the winter. When this is complete and the box cleaned up, shelves etc. will be
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fitted. John Keane is working on the mimic diagram which will be the last
item to be installed.

JUNIOR SECTION

SAFETY OFFICER’S REPORT

I would like to start by welcoming William as a new member. He has already
visited the track on two occasions and is proving a worthy addition to the club.
I would also like to thank those who took time out with their locomotives
during my absence on holiday to develop their skills in locomotive
management.

Generally safety on the railway continues to remain very good, however there
was one incident reported in July involving a Guard's riding trolley on a public
passenger train.
The incident
concerned the
involuntary
uncoupling
and
subsequent
derailment of
the
Guard's
riding trolley
in the loop
between the
station and the
bridge.
Subsequent
investigation
have
determined
Photo Colin Gross
that in all
The vandals returned in July, lifting several signal
probability,
bonding wires and cleanly cutting through three others.
the coupling
pin worked loose and dropped from the train onto the rail head in front of the
vehicle wheel causing the derailment.
The coupling pin concerned was a threaded bolt with no form of retention.
The following recommendations are being progressed:
1) In future please do not use threaded bolts as coupling pins - especially on
passenger carrying trains.
2) All coupling holes and bars will be drilled out to a ‘standard’ size.
3) Coach-bolts with plain shanks will be provided and drilled to take an ’R’
clip to secure them.
Remember, “Be careful and remain safe”.
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A report by Paul Archer, Pinewood's Junior Section Coordinator.

We are already seeing the benefits of our “junior engineers” on public running
days. Many of you will have
seen
the
professionally
produced notices guiding
visitors safely around the
station area. These have been
produced by Mark on his own
initiative, demonstrating his
computer
skills
and
awareness of health and
safety requirements.
Taking up the point of
locomotive management, it is
important for us to pass on
our skills to ensure continuity
in operating our great little
railway
and
I
would
appreciate if anyone who can
spare 15 minutes on a
members’ running day to
Photo Colin Gross
cover a particular subject
Tom and Sophie Marney polishing their
would contact either me, Paul
fathers Polly 5.
Konig or James Jarvis. It is
important for us to cover subjects beyond simply driving a locomotive.

A NOTEWORTHY ACHIEVMENT
Congratulations are offered to our treasurer Paul Konig. Following a rigorous
application process including a detailed Professional Review Report, and
Technical Interview, Paul was awarded the status of 'Fellow' of the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers at the start of July.
(This article continues after the photo supplement.)
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THE FAMILY DAY PHOTO SUPPLEMENT

All photos by Colin Gross

Derek Tulley preparing his Schools Class locomotive "Haileybury".
Early morning in the steaming bays.

Mitchell
Wyatt in
and
Scamp pass
Early morning
thehissteaming
bays.William driving Paul Archers Polly.
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10
Mitchell
Wyatt with Colin Gross's Hercules.

Tim Taylor and his Ruston.

Mark Campling driving David Simonies' Metropolitan.

Paul tries downsizing from his C19 to Mitchell's Scamp. After a successful lap
of the track his verdict was "these should be banned, you can't see any of the
gauges". Maybe Mitchell is just better practiced as a contortionist.
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Paul Konig (with Ben Curtis driving) provided rides with his C19 "Old Glory".

David
Elen and his Work's Train.
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The Fellow grade (FIMechE) is the highest
elected grade of membership within the
IMechE, the attainment of which recognises
exceptional engineering achievements and
contributions to the engineering profession.
Fellowship is awarded to members who have
demonstrated
significant
individual
responsibility, sustained achievement and
exception professionals during their careers.
Given the above, it is perhaps no surprise that
to attain this status at the age of thirty is
exceptional. Paul is one of only two Members
(from a body of over 85,000) to achieve this in
the history of the Institution.

Observations on Batteries for Model Locos

Peter Downes has been investigating the use of batteries for electric traction.

My discussions with the manufacturers revealed that if you use a 70Ah leisure
battery you will only get 60% of that power (42Ah) before you should
recharge it when the battery voltage is down to 12.3v. Some of the very
newest leisure batteries can
get about 70% of the rated
capacity before recharge. If
you run leisure batteries down
below 12.2v it will damage
the
battery.
It
is
recommended
by
the
manufacturers that you have
two sets so that you don’t
have to run the batteries flat
as this shortens their life.
They also recommend that
after they have been used
they are charged up as soon
as possible as leaving a
battery discharged will also
shorten its life.

I have been building a 5 inch gauge Class 73 EDL for the past year and I am
now at the stage of testing on the track. The big question is how much power
it will have and how long will the batteries last. I have spent a long time
asking people about this (including the various component manufacturers) and
I was surprised by how many different answers I got. I am sure that there will
be people who will disagree with things in this article, however not being an
electronic engineer this is the best that I could do with all the opinions I have
obtained.

According to Yuasa new
cyclic batteries will only give
you 60% of capacity until
they have been charged a few
times.

There are three types of batteries that can be used to power a model
locomotive; the car battery, the leisure battery, and the cyclic battery. The
only one recommended by the manufacturers for use in a locomotive is the
cyclic battery. The other two can be used but they are not designed for the job.
The car battery is designed to give a lot of power to turn over an engine and
then be charged all the time the car is running.
The leisure battery is designed to give 10 -15 amps and to be charged when
flat. It is designed to be used in a caravan to run the lights, TV and
refrigerator.
The cyclic battery is designed to power golf carts and wheel chairs.

Cyclic batteries have a block of power that will drop off very quickly at the
end of the discharge. Unlike the other batteries that will run down slowly.
This will affect you on a run because this quick drop off will effect the
controller. At 11.5v the solenoids will drop out in the controller and it will be
like turning off a switch so you could be half way around the track with
passengers and the locomotive will stop dead. The good thing is if you let the
batteries rest for an hour they will come back up enough for you the run the
locomotive light. If you want to check a battery to see if it is charged you can
use a volt meter. A car or leisure battery is fully charged at 12.8v, half charged
at 12.5v, and flat at 12.2v. A cyclic battery is charged at 12.8v but can go up
to 14v but will settle back to 12.8v over night. Unlike the other batteries you
can go down to 10.8v before you start to damage it. I have found with my
batteries they charge up to 13.8v-14v but when left for 24 hours they drop back

If you use a car or leisure battery on a locomotive they will work but their life
will be shortened. The designed life of a leisure battery is about 250 charges
while the expected life of the new type of cyclic batteries is 500 charges.
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Photo Peter Downes

Peter's controller for his Class 73 EDL.
The two meters are for the main and
auxiliary batteries.

To charge a cyclic battery you must have a modern charger that will monitor
the charge and cut out when the battery is fully charged.
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to 12.8v-12.9v. I have been told that you should let a battery stand for 24
hours before checking to see if it is fully charged.
How long will the battery last if you are using 24v motors and two 12v 24 Ah
batteries? If you get the battery data sheet it will tell you, it is not as long as
you would think.
My 24Ah cyclic batteries should give me about 35-40 minutes at 20 amps
according to the date sheet. That is about seven times around the track pulling
a full 5ins coach and guard’s van with guard.
The next problem is how do you know how much power is in the batteries.
The battery meter is the obvious answer but how do you read it. I have one
fitted to my hand set and it looks like a petrol gauge. A battery meter is a volt
meter set to the safe range of the battery say 13v down to 10.8v and I think
they
assume
that you
are using
a cyclic
battery as
a leisure
batteries
range is
12.8v to
12.2v.
The
problem is
it doesn’t
go down
like a petrol gauge it swings up and down as you use the power. I gave up
trying to work this out and rang the supplier, Parkside Electronics. They told
me the way to read the gauge is to watch it as you pull away, once the needle
swings to the bottom of the yellow as the locomotive takes the load it is time to
change the batteries.
Having found all this out I still could not understand how other people
managed to get their locomotives to run all day on one battery. The best I
could do was 30 minutes until the meter was showing it was time to change the
battery. Then the penny dropped they didn’t have a meter and carried on until
they lost power. They had two 12v batteries and motors that are 12v -24v. So
as long as the combined power of the two batteries was above 12v they could
keep going. That is if the controller still worked at below 24v.
I checked my controller with a variable power supply and forward dropped out
at 14v, reverse dropped out at 11v. So this shows that the two batteries could
15

go down to 7v each and the motors would still run. How much damage this
would do to the batteries I do not know but I assume that people run their
locomotives like this.
When I used my hand set on the club’s Class 20 the battery meter in it showed
that the batteries were down below 12v but it still kept going for the rest of the
day. If you go by the instructions they should have been changed at 12.2v.
The next question is what to do if you run out of power half way around the
track. If you don’t have free wheeling on your controller you could damage
the controller if you push the locomotive so you should change the batteries.
If you have free wheeling you must switch the key switch to ON switch for the
direction you want to go Forward or Reverse. Then move the power control
forward slightly and listen to the controller, if you hear a whistle from the
controller then there is enough power for the free wheel device to work. If
there is no sound then the controller has no power and if you push the
locomotive you could damage the controller so you will have to change the
batteries. (Editor's note: I believe Peter is referring to Parkside controllers
here.)
I hope this has been helpful if you are thinking of going electric but in writing

Photo Colin Gross

John and Dianne Keane on a rare outing with his Class 14XX.

it I think it poses more questions than it answers.
If you have any information that might help me or have any questions you can
contact me Peter Downes at metalwood@talk21.com
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Editors Comment
Peter has evidently spent a lot of time and effort in his research into batteries
and their use for model locomotive traction, and at first sight the results don't
look too promising.
However I've been operating my own battery powered loco for three years and
have watched how Ian Shank's Class 20 performed during four passenger
seasons of use at Pinewood, which leads me to believe that compromise is the
answer to Peter's issues. If you follow the manufacturer's recommendations
you will get reduced track time and a battery life closer to what the
manufacturer intended. However, even in a busy year our locos are unlikely to
be used more than twenty times with the result that the battery will probably
fail from old age before it reaches its designed number of recharge cycles. The
motor industry and battery manufacturers all know how difficult it is to get
electric traction into everyday use, but thankfully we only require very
occasional use. When you visit other tracks for their Electric / Diesel days you
quickly see that there are a large number of electrically powered locomotives
currently operating satisfactorily, and as Peter says "they are worked all day".
I think there are two simple answers to any perceived problem. First, always
fit the biggest batteries you can get into the loco. Their weight improves
traction, and their capacity is directly proportional to your running time. My 5
inch gauge Hercules shunter uses two 63 Ah batteries rated for 110 minutes
load time at 25 amps and it has satisfactorily run more than 25 miles (engine
plus driver, no passengers) in a day on a single charge while still not dropping
below 11.4 volts per battery under full power acceleration. Secondly, from
experience it appears that most batteries can take the abuse we give them while
still providing a satisfactory working life.
Finally, if it comes to the worst and the loco stops out on the track then most 5
inch locos can be lifted onto a passenger carriage by a couple of people to
return them to the steaming bays. Admittedly the problem is worse for 7 inch
gauge (you may need to remove the batteries); but having driven Ian's Class 20
on passenger duty close to the battery limit you could feel the need to use more
throttle than normal for a couple of laps which gave plenty of time to get safely
off the track.

WORK IN PROGRESS
The Smokebox for Fair Rosamund (Derek Tulley)
I always think that when you build the smokebox for a locomotive that you
reach a turning point. Most of the mechanisms are complete and the
locomotive gets a face and character of its own.
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The smokebox in this case comprised end plates in ¼ inch mild steel with a 16
gauge wrapper and a decorative brass collar where it attaches to the boiler. The
two pieces of 4 inch square plate were bored out on the lathe and then
transferred to the turntable on the mill to machine the outer profile. The
wrapper was machined to its developed dimensions and all the rivet holes
predrilled together with lightly countersunk 8BA holes for screws to attach it
to the end plates. The wrapper was clamped to the end plate using toolmakers
clamps and the first 8BA holes drilled and tapped and the first screws fitted;
the wrapper was then pulled into contact with the next section of end plate and
the clamps moved, the next hole drilled and so on to the base. The countersunk
screws were then filed flush with the wrapper to remove the screwdriver slots.
The assembly was
now
mounted
horizontally on a
dividing head and all
the rivet holes drilled
into the edge of the
end plates using the
predrilled holes for
guidance. Drive rivets
were used, similar to
those used to attach
name plates to motors
etc and it was a quick
job to tap them all in
place. They are of
course
purely
decorative.
The brass collar was
made in two parts, the
radiused front section
and the plain rear
section. The front
section was machined
from a square blank
Photo Derek Tulley
of ¼ thick brass. The
The assembled Smokebox.
rear section, in order
to save money, was bent up from a length of ¼ square brass with the joint
silver soldered. The ring was then bored and turned to the finished dimensions.
The two pieces are joined using countersunk screws and similarly attached to
the smokebox body.
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The chimney was made from a length of cast iron and externally was a straight
forward turning job. The bore was however a little more interesting as it is 0.9”
diameter and has a 2 degree taper along its full length of 4 inches. My Myford
lathe has only a 1 ¼ inch of travel on the top slide so I did this in several bites
from either end. The chimney top was turned from a large chunk of brass most
of which ended in the swarf tray. All that remains now is the awkward job of
making the chimney base – that is work still in progress.

PUBLIC RUNNING DUTY ROSTER

A 7¼" Narrow Gauge Driving Trolley (Colin Gross)
With my decision to change from owning my 4" scale Tasker A2 Traction
Engine to a 7¼" narrow gauge style steam engine came the need for a new

Date

Officer in Charge

Assistant

September 19th

Ray Grace

Tim Taylor

October 17th

Tim Caswell

John Keane

December 5th & 12th

Santa Runs

Please note: If you are unable to make the date on the roster could you please let
Keith Briault know as early as possible.

DIARY DATES 2010
External events are in bold text. Please check dates before travelling.
DATE

SEPTEMBER

The trolley and its handbrake equalisation linkage.

Photo Colin Gross

driving trolley. The trolley is to my own design with laser cut side frames, but
uses PNP wheels as my lathe is too small to machine such monsters. All of the
other components which could not be manufactured using the lathe have been
made using hand tools. The suspension springs were obtained from
Associated Springs (SPEC) whose website provides the largest selection of
springs I have ever found.

OCTOBER

Polly Rally at Pinewood Railway

Sunday 5th

Members’ Running, 10.00-16.00

Sunday 11th

North Wilts MES GWR 175th
Anniversary Rally (Swindon)

Sunday 19th

Birthday Party, 11.00-13.00
Public Running, 13.30-16.00

Friday 24th –
Monday 27th

7¼” Society AGM (Echills Wood
Railway, Sutton Coldfield, B76 0DY)

Sunday 3rd

Members’ Running, 10.00-16.00

Friday 15th
- Tuesday
19th

Midlands Model Engineering Exhibition
(Warwickshire Exhibition Centre)

Sunday 17th

Birthday Party, 11.00-13.00
Public Running, 13.30-16.00

DECEMBER

Sunday 5th
&12th

Santa Specials (provisional dates)

JANUARY
2011

Friday 21st
- Sunday
23rd

London Model Engineering Exhibition
(Alexandra Palace)

The intention is to finish the trolley and to get at least one days steaming on
our track before this season ends.
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EVENT
Saturday 4th
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